Tuning Antibacterial Activity of Cyclodextrin-Attached Cationic Ammonium Surfactants by a Supramolecular Approach.
Two β-cyclodextrin-attached cationic ammonium surfactants bearing a dodecyl chain (APDB) and a hexadecyl chain (APCB) were synthesized to reduce the cytotoxicity of cationic surfactants to mammalian cells and endow the surfactants with host-guest recognition sites, and three kinds of guest molecules were utilized to improve the antibacterial ability of APDB and APCB via host-guest interaction by regulating the electrostatic or hydrophobic interaction of APDB or APCB with bacteria. The guest molecules include AD-NH3+ carrying one positive charge, DB with a benzene ring group and a dodecyl chain, and single chain cationic ammonium surfactant DTAB or CTAB. Either AD-NH3+ or DB increases the killing efficacy of APCB against S. aureus at 50 μM from 59% to about 75%, while DTAB or CTAB improves the killing efficacy of APCB to more than 90%. In particular, only a very small amount CTAB can improve the antibacterial activity of APCB to a very high level, but keeps very low cytotoxicity. However, the mixtures of the guest molecules with APDB are devoid of any activity against S. aureus. This is mainly attributed to the fact that APCB and its mixtures with the guest molecules form 100-200 nm spherical aggregates, while the mixtures of APDB with the guest molecules cannot form aggregates at lower concentration. It is revealed that the three kinds of guest molecules trapped in the APCB spherical aggregates lead to diverse interaction modes of the APCB spherical aggregates with S. aureus, accounting for the different killing efficacy of the APCB/guest molecule mixtures. This supramolecular strategy provides an effective approach for the construction of highly efficient antibacterial agents with low cytotoxicity.